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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The following technical assignment is a detailed report of the existing conditions of the National Intrepid Center of 

Excellence in Bethesda, MD. The construction management process obtained by Turner Construction is thoroughly 

discussed throughout this report. This includes:  the project schedule, cost estimations and evaluations, and the 

project delivery methods. In addition, an overview of the buildings systems, local conditions, client information, and 

the exiting site will also be presented.   

The Intrepid Fallen Heroes Fund, a national leader in supporting the men and women of the United States Armed 

Forces and their families, has launched an important new effort to serve our military community. The Fund is for 

designing and building the National Intrepid Center of Excellence (NICoE), an advanced facility dedicated to 

research, diagnosis and treatment of military personnel and veterans suffering from traumatic brain injury (TBI) and 

psychological health issues. NICoE will be a 72,000 square foot, two-story facility located on the National Navy 

Medical Center campus in Bethesda, Maryland.  

Turner Construction was awarded the construction contract in July 2008 for the National Intrepid Center of 

Excellence costing approximately $65 million.  The budget used for this project is fully funded by public and private 

sectors. Therefore the owner could not reveal any of the project’s breakdown costs. Construction began after 

mobilization was set on March 6, 2009 with the ground breaking event. The project’s completion date is set for July 

2010. The facility has a very simple structure, which includes a concrete slab-on-grade with shallow foundations 

(spread footings) and elevated cast –in-place concrete slabs. The façade is precast concrete panels with punched in 

windows along with mechanical louvers.  The northwest façade, housing the spacious lobbies, is composed of a 

curved curtain wall system which extends the height of the building. 

This project’s design and construction complexity begins with the exceeding high level materials used for the interiors 

and the finishes. Also, the high-tech equipment included within the clinical rooms, which is owner provided, can 

cause many schedule delay issues since most of the equipment’s shop drawings are not available to the GC at this 

time.  NICoE is pursuing a LEED certified project, having some sustainability features incorporated within the design 

and the construction of the project.  

The owner’s expectations for this project are very high. Turner Construction contracted as a design-assist project. 

Therefore, Turner was brought in early in the design phase for constructability review and initial schedule analysis to 

be able to meet the quality expectations required. Building Information Modeling is used as a primary tool for the 

design and construction activities on this project. It acts as a solution for many of the design issues that can be 

eliminated early on. The site of National Naval Medical Center is also building multiple different projects concurrently. 

This can be challenging for the site logistic planning of all phases of the construction activities that are to occur.  

“Far too many are suffering from the signature injuries of the wars in Iraq and Afganistan. Post Traumatic Street 

Disorder brain injury …the servicemen and women who embody what’s best about America, should get the best care 

we have to offer”  -Barack Obama 
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PROJECT SCHEDULE SUMMARY 

The Schedule for National Intrepid Center of Excellence is relatively straight forward in its nature. Turner 

Construction was awarded the construction contract for the National Intrepid Center of Excellence in July 2008. 

Looking over the Gant chart shown on the next page in figure 1, NICoE broke ground on March 6th, 2009 and is 

scheduled to be completed within a 16 month period. The project budget was developed around design documents 

dated Oct 15, 2008. Since then, six (CCD’s) design development documents have been issues. Due to user group 

meeting and numerous RFI’s the design was complete by issuing the last CCD-006 dated July 27, 2009. Notice to 

Proceed was delivered on March 4, 2009. Mobilization promptly followed, by having three main Turner Construction 

trailers on site, fencing around the area and laying asphalt pathways for ease of pedestrian access.   

Foundation Sequence:   

American Infrastructure began with cutting the site to grade and setting up the gravel road around the perimeter of 

the building.  Miller & Long contractor began the foundation and footing activities (Figure 2) on May 2009. Starting 

from the northeast edge of the building and continuing around the perimeter in a clockwise direction, spread footings 

were formed, poured and striped within 42 days. This was a very easy and smooth process.  

Structural Sequence: 

The slab on glad is poured in 7 sections starting June 10, 2009. Following the substructure, pour-1 (which is 

composed of 8100 Sq.Ft) will begin at the northeast edge of the building.  The process will continue by pouring each 

section around the perimeter in a clockwise direction and ending with the last section at the northwest side (figue3).  

A small section on the south side will be left un-poured for the tower crane location. Twelve days after SOG has been 

poured, level two is formed and poured in the same process excluding the open area at the northwest side (figure 4). 

Level two is poured in 5 sections. Following this process, the low roof is then formed and poured in 3 sections (Figure 

5). Last but not least, the high roof is poured from east to west in a 3 pour section process (figure6).  The tower crane 

sections will be poured after the removal of the crane on September 11, 2009. 

Finishing Sequence: 

The interiors in this building are comprised of high-end finishes and sophisticated clinical equipment. The sequencing 

of the finishes will continue in the same fashion as the rest of the building. The finishing sequence starts from the 

northeast and moves in a clockwise direction in 4 quadrants. Most of the equipment in this facility will be provided by 

the owner. 
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NICoE Summary Schedule: 

 

Figure 1 
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Figure 2 

 

Figure 3 
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Figure 4 

 

Figure 5 
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Figure 6 
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BUILDING SYSTEM SUMMARY 

Yes No Work Scope (If yes, address these questions / issues) 
x  Demolition: 

The NICoE site was previously a dormitory for noncommissioned officers (NCO). Therefore, a demolition 
plan needed to be put in place before any construction had begun. The demolition was not done by 
Turner construction. A large portion of sidewalks, trees and shrubs had to be removed. Some asbestos 
material was found and was removed from the site. Unsuitable soils became a factor in the design and 
construction of the project. Taking into consideration the soil borings that were done on site, it was known 
that the soils were non-compacted and needed to be disturbed and re-compacted to get to the required 
strength.  
 

 x Structural Steel Frame: 
Not used 
 

x  Cast-in-place Concrete: 
Cast-in-place concrete is used for footings, foundation walls, SOG, both floor levels, high and low roof. 
The concrete spread footings (3000psi) rang from 4’-6”x 4’-6” x 12”  to 15’x 15’x33” (WxLxD). Also, the 
first level is a 5” thick slab on grade (3500psi) with a 6” - 12” transitions in some spaces. SOG is placed on 
a vapor barrier over a minimum of 4” layer of clean, well-graded gravel or crushed stone over compacted 
sub-grade, reinforced with 6x6  W2.0 x W2.0 WWF.  The cast–in-place concrete columns range from 24”x 
24”, 12”x 24”, 16”x30” and 16”x24”. The second floor, low roof and high roof structural plan is composed 
of a 9” thick two–way reinforced concrete slab (4000psi) with various location drops ranging from 8” – 15”. 
In addition The central park area requires a post tension reinforced concrete due its heavy loads. The 
reinforced concrete columns extend to the second floor and require a change in the compressive strength 
to a 4000psi with a 10’x10’x8”drop panels. At the high roof, low roof and around the curved northwest 
exterior walls are 24” diameter circular concrete columns with HSS steel connections. 
  
As for the types of formwork used, the concrete formwork is a high load WACO scaffold with 67-1/2” 
aluminum beams used for both purlins and joists. 5/8” BB plyform is the cast against the surface.  
Concrete placement methods were: ground level concrete was placed using both back of truck and 
Gabrow 3 yard bucket. Columns used a side chute bucket. A couple of the elevated decks were placed 
with a 47meter Putzmaster truck mounted pump. The placing rate for elevated decks is about 60 yards 
per hour, limited by the screeding activities not by the placement methods. 
  

                         
         Cast in place elevated slabs                                     Temp. bracing supports 
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   Central Park location w/ post tension                             Post tensioning reinforced slab  
   Reinforcement 
    

                       
   Column Formwork                                                         Low-roof reinforcement before slab is poured 
    

    
   Concrete placement methods-chute bucket 
 

x  Precast Concrete: 
Precast concrete panels along with punched in windows and mechanical louvers will be used throughout 
the east and south facade of the building. Seen below are precast panel connection details, which are 
pins in grout pockets at the bottom. Embedded weld plates and 4x4x1/2” angle bolted to the insert in the 
panel and welded to the embed in the concrete.  
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One crane is used for the placement of the concrete precast panels. The crane is located on the south 
side of the building, one column line into the building.  It is able to pick the 3 yard bucket at the tip of the 
jib which is 212’. Hook height is 99’ above the first floor. The location of the crane was chosen based upon 
the allowable reaching distance without swinging over the adjacent buildings. The crane was unable to be 
placed outside of the building due to existing utilities. The foundation for the crane is 30’ square and is 
placed on the 45 to the column grid so it does not interfere with the building foundation. 
 

 
 Crane Used on site 
 

x  Mechanical System :  
The chilled water supply and return lines along with the high pressure steam and the electrical pump 
condensate lines are run underground from the central utility plant on base to the building mechanical 
room. Two mechanical rooms are located on both floors at the southwest side of the building. The high 
pressure steam system is used for the domestic hot water and also as a main source for heating the 
building. A field erected air handling unit located on the second floor in the mechanical room is used as a 
main source to cool the building. The AHU’s supply airflow max is 86,000CFM and min of 68,000 CFM. In 
addition, variable air volume (VAV) and constant volume control boxes are used through the building to 
maintain the required temperature. Chilled water pumps located on the first floor in the mechanical room 
will have a capacity of 950 GPM with a motor data of 25HP, 1.750RPMs, 460 volts, and 3PH. Heating hot 
water pumps located on the second floor mechanical room will have a capacity of 300 GPM with a motor 
data of 15HP, 1,750RPMs, 460 volts and 3PH. Lastly, an air conditioning unit located in the computer 

Lateral anchor 

s 
4x4x1/2” angles 
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rooms is used in the: server room, MRI equipment, PET/CT room, CAREN equipment, and media “Dive” 
room.  
 
Fire Suppression system: 
The NICoE is designed with a wet-Pipe Sprinkler system. The interior of the building is broken into light 
hazard occupancy (admin areas, assembly areas, computer rooms etc and normal hazardous occupancy 
(storage areas, mechanical and electrical rooms and similar stockpiles of combustion materials do not 
exceed 8’-0”). This provides for the light hazard areas a 0.10GPM per Sq.Ft and a 0.15GPM for the 
ordinary hazard areas over the hydraulically most remote 3000sq.ft.The fire command center is located on 
the ground floor in the engineering equipment room on the southwest edge of the building. This room 
houses the fire alarm control panel, voice amplifier panel, voice evacuation panel, transient voltage surge 
suppression, and 2 notification appliance power extended panel etc.  A pre-action sprinkler system is 
installed in the server room on the second floor. Each floor, including core and shell is equipped with fire 
alarm strobe-speaker appliance; manual pull stations, ceiling and wall mounted smoke detectors, and 
heat detectors.  
  

x  Electrical System: 
NICoE’s electrical system begins at the central utility plant on base and is transferred to the electrical 
room which is located on southwest side of the building. The power is serviced from an upgraded 15KV 
primary feeder located in the concrete ductbank. The power is received using a 2500 KVA transformer 
which steps down the voltage from a 13.8KV to a nominal system voltage of a 480Y/277V, 3PH, 4-Wire 
which services most of the loads in the building. Receptacles and some lighting fixtures receive power 
through a 208Y/120V, 3P, 4W system. In addition, a 3000A Main-Bus continuous 480Y/277V, 3PH, 4-
Wire switchboard provides power to all loads in the building.  
 
As for emergency power in the building, an exterior factory –assembled and tested standby diesel 
generator rated at 400KW, 480Y/277V, 3p, 4W system with sub-base fuel tank is provided.  Along with the 
generator are two different circuit breakers rated at 600A, 3p and 225A, 30P. Also, a 225 KVA UPS 
battery backup system is connected to two PDUs that serve the emergency power in the service room 
located on the second floor.   
 

x  Masonry:  
There is a very minimum amount of masonry used in this building. A large portion of the CMU is used as a 
load bearing curved 22’ wall, surrounding the CAREN system, in the northwest side of the building. The 
CMU dimensions used around the CAREN system is 8”x16”, whereas in the mechanical room area it is 
6”x8”x16” Normal –weight CMU.  The CMU connections seen below, are 3”x3”x1/4”MTL angle which is 
12” long at 4” O.C. bracing both sides and each is fastened to the slab with a two 5/8” epoxy anchors.   No 
veneer is used. The scaffolding used is a typical masonry walk through with outriggers.  
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x  Curtain Wall: 
There are two different types of glass used within the curtain wall system. Both the IGU-1 and the IGU-3 is 
a 1.153inch thick glass which is a tinted heat strength float glass. It has a low emissivity coating laminated 
with clear float glass (LGU-1) with a visible light transmission value of 54%. The IGU-1 has a UV 
transmittance value of <1% and IGU-3 has a winter U-value of 0.28 and a summer U-value of 0.26. Seen 
below is the curtain wall connection details, which are mostly Halfin embeds in the concrete with “T” bolts 
connection to the steel sub frame. Additionally, the curtain wall system is pre-assembled in the glazing 
factory and will be delivered in sections.  

 
 

x  Support of Excavation: 
Excavation was accomplished using a combination of laid back and shield/trench boxes depending on the 
space available around the perimeter of the building. There is no constant ground water so no permanent 
dewatering systems are done. During excavation, pumping purge and surface water was done, and later 
transferred to the sediment tanks. 

 

Sealant Joints at 

intermediate Horiz.,TYP. 

Lateral Curtain wall 

Anchor 

3”x3”x1/4” MTL angle, 12” 

Long at  4” o.c.  
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LEED Design Aspects 

The NICoE is a LEED certified building which incorporates many sustainability design features. One of the most 

visible features is the curtain wall system which is located on the north and west side of the building. There are two 

different types of glass used within the curtain wall system. Both the IGU-1 and the IGU-3 is a 1.153inch thick glass 

which is a tinted heat strength float glass. It has a low emissivity coating laminated with clear float glass (LGU-1) with 

a visible light transmission value of 54%. The IGU-1 has a UV transmittance value of <1% and IGU-3 has a winter U-

value of 0.28 and a summer U-value of 0.26. This will help maintain the space at a comfortable temperature 

environment and at the same time minimize the energy used to cool and heat the building.   

Site developments, water use reduction, construction waste management, enhance commissioning and using both 

regional and low-emitting material has given the NICoE a drive to comprise a certified LEED building. Refer to LEED-

NC point checklist in appendix II for other LEED construction and design aspects taken into consideration for this 

project.   
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PROJECT COST EVALUATIONS 

The National Intrepid Center of Excellence is a 100% funded project through public and private donations. The land 

is fully donated along with approximately 20% of the materials used for the construction of the NICoE. Therefore, the 

subcontractors of this project were involved heavily in the donations of this project. Also, the major high technical 

equipment is provided by the owner and is therefore directly paid by them (Fisher house). For this reason, it has been 

requested by the owner that the cost information pertaining to the project not be revealed. The total project cost is 

approximately $65million. This number is the only number being released to the public.  The hard cost for this project 

cannot be obtained for the reasons mentioned above.  Therefore, the actual building construction cost and the major 

building system costs will be revealed in this report as an estimate using D4cost and RS Means and also a rough 

order estimate directly from the project manager on site (David Wysong).  

For comparison, two methods of cost estimate were used to examine the project cost.  A parametric estimate for the 

NICoE was first run using D4Cost estimating software.  As the parameters were expanded, such as the square 

footage, number of levels, building use, the number of related projects decreased.  The Emergency & Med-Surgical 

Pavilion project in NJ was the closest project that compared to the NICoE. The summary data used from the D4 

project seen below, affected the difference in the project cost. The Emergency & Med-Surgical Pavilion project is a 

new construction project built in April 2003, with a total square footage of 111,871. This project was chosen since it 

was very similar to NICoE:  2 story hospital, concrete structure with precast concrete walls and floor to floor height of 

15.4’. After having to readjust the data used from the Emergency Med-Surgical Pavilion hospital to the NICoE’s data; 

the estimate became further away from the original building cost. A full print out of the estimate has been included in 

Appendix 1.  In conclusion the D4 cost estimate per Sq.Ft, the cost is over 200% low when compared to the actual 

TC/SF.   

The second method used to examine the project cost is a Square Foot estimate using R.S. Means data. A reference 

from the source on the cost information is shown below. Using the S.F area of a hospital 2-3 story high, along with 

the type of exterior walls, perimeter and story height adjustments, time and location adjustments and any common 

additives to the project, originated a typical cost estimate for the specific type of project. In addition to using the RS 

Means 2009 Sq. Ft estimate, a CostWorks RS Means was also run on a computer program to make sure the hand 

estimation was done correctly. Both reports are included in appendix II.  After having run the calculations, the cost 

figure comes in 300% lower compared to the actual project cost. 

Comparing both estimates to David Wysong’s rough order of magnitude seen below, it is obvious that there is a big 

difference in cost. In addition, after having run both cost estimation methods, both figures have come extremely lower 

than the actual project cost. Both the D4 Cost and the R.S. means estimates were more than $20 million under the 

actual project cost of $65million(Including equipment). However, comparing R.S Means estimate to D4 estimate there 

are very close to each other. This is due to many special construction activities and equipment used on the National 

Intrepid Center of Excellence. Some of those specialties are: 

1. The type of glass used for curved curtain wall system, which extends from north to the west façade. 

2. The central park area, which extends the height of the building and has a unique structure with a skylight.  

3. The high end interior finishes used. 

4. The blast rating of the glazing required on all government projects. 

5. The high tech equipment which is used throughout the building such as: 

a. CAREN system (Computer Assisted Rehabilitation Environment) 
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b. Hearing and Vision equipment  

c. PT/OT/CT equipment 

d. Virtual reality equipment 

e. Recreational Therapy-Golf Stimulator 

f. Fluoroscope systems  

 

PM Rough Order Estimate 

Building Systems Cost Donated Amount 

Concrete $3,500,000 $1,000,000 

Precast $1,300,000 $200,000 

Glazing $3,600,000 $500,000 

Fire Protection $250,000 $30,000 

Mechanical & Plumbing $6,000,000 $1,000,000 

Electrical  $5,500,000 $300,000 

Masonry $200,000 $50,000 

Major Medical Equipment $20,000,000 N/A 

 

 

Actual Building Cost 

Total Project Cost  (TC)                                                                      $45,000,000.00 

Building Equipment Cost                                                                      $20,000,000.00 

TC/ Sq.Ft                                                                                     $ 625.00                    

 

D4Cost Estimate 2002 [Parametric Estimate]  

Total Project Cost                                                                       $22,117,920.00   

Total Project Cost /Sq.Ft                                                                      $307.193  

Building Cost                                                                        $19,665,443.00 

General Requirements                     $1,661,678.00   

Site Work                                       $2,452,487.00 
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Square Foot Estimate –R.S. Means  

Interpolated for adjustments for story height (12’ to 15’)                                       Add    $ 1.6433    Per Ft.   

Interpolated for adjustments for story levels (3 floors to 2 levels)                                    Deduct   $ 1.6433 Per Ft.   

Interpolated for Perimeter Adjustment                                                                 Add    $ 3.226    Per 100  Ft.   

Interpolated for RS Means value                                                                            $290.643   Per SF  

Location Factor                                                                          0.90 (Silver Spring, MD)  

Finial RS Means SF Cost                                          $213.36      Per SF  

Finial RS Means Total Cost                                         $15,362,000     
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SITE PLAN OF EXISTING CONDITIONS 

The site is composed of 12 facilities including the National Intrepid Center of Excellence, Children Development 

Center, the Fisher House, and the USUHS (refer to Google map shown below). In addition to the NICoE project, 

there are a total of six projects which are under construction concurrently on the same site. This causes some 

planning between the other projects.  The site logistics plan, which is shown in figure 9, has been put in place by 

Turner Construction. This plan has been in favor of the construction methods that take place on a daily basis. The 

tower crane location along with the positioning of the material staging has made the lifts and placements of the 

materials a very manageable task. Palmer road acts as the main access to the site for all of material deliveries. Along 

with that comes a temporary gravel road which was constructed around the building’s footprint for ease of access. 

Since this site is already occupied, all utilities such as: electrical, water, gas, storm drain, chilled water supply, chilled 

water return, steam water supply, steam water return, fire hydrant rails, communication, and sewer lines are existing 

utilities and ready to be tied into NICoE.  
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Key:  

Fence/Gate      Existing telephone lines  

      Material rout                    New gas lines 

     Construction access      Existing Chilled water supply and return lines 

   Asphalt area/ pedestrian access                Existing Steam water supply and return lines 

     Transformer        Existing sewer lines 

   Existing Electrical lines      Existing Water Lines 

    New Construction/Building outline                       Fire Hydrant 

    Pumped Condensate Line                            Pedestrian access  

 

            National Intrepid Center of Excellence                               Ronza Abousaid                                   

            Site Plan of Existing Conditions                                             October 5, 2009                                                                                          

Figure 9 
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LOCAL CONDITIONS 

The National Intrepid Center of excellence will be constructed within the Naval Medical Center site, located on the 

corner of Rockville Pike and Jones Bridge Road, in Bethesda, Maryland.  The majority of the site is currently under 

construction as mentioned above.   

Construction in the Washington D.C metro area is predominately cast-in-place concrete with post-beam structure. 

Structural steel projects are not common since there is a height restriction that the district has put forth for all new 

construction in the region. Concrete tends to be used for buildings with levels up to 12-15 stories. Concrete is cost 

effective, durable, and unlike steel, has no lead time. However, NICoE is owned and run by a government navy base 

and does not have any zoning restrictions appeal to the design or construction of the building.  

As for staff parking, there is a minimum amount of parking spaces on site. Additional parking is available throughout 

the naval medical center via shuttles. Parking decks are shared with other construction projects occurring 

concurrently and also the occupants of the navy medical center facilities. Additionally, most of the facilities are fully 

functional throughout the construction periods. Therefore, all parking decks are typically full during the weekdays. 

Construction workers are encouraged to either use the metro, which is across from the medical center, or carpool 

whenever possible. Also, the security for the Naval Medical Center is very tight and can potentially cause some 

schedule delays.   

Turner Construction, with the expectation of recycling for LEED points, has been achieving a 75% diversion goal on 

the construction site of the NICoE. Turner has contracted Noble East to collect the dumpsters set on site and sort out 

each of the recycled materials into: concrete, steel, wood and plastic. Therefore, since this is a small project, the 

materials recycled are not sorted out on site. A 30 yard box, containing 5-6 tons of debris is collected weekly from the 

site at a cost of $500/pull.  

Soil Stratification 

Six geotechnical engineering soil test borings were drilled from April 22 through April 24, 2008, and an additional 

boring was drilled on May 15, 2008 to evaluate the subsurface conditions at the proposed NICoE building site. A 

boring Location Plan is included in appendix III.  

An identification of soils sheet along with a sample of the Boring log taken from boring test 1, has been attached in 

appendix III. The soils encountered in the seven geotechnical borings are generalized into the following strata.  

Stratum A (FILL): From the ground surface below the topsoil to depths of about 1.0 ft to 13.5 ft.  Brown silty sand, 

and sandy lean clay FILL, with mica, gravel, rock fragments and organic were found.  

Stratum B1 (Residual): Below Stratum A to depths of about 8.5 ft to 13.5 ft. Reddish-brown Lean Clay with Sand 

(CL), and elastic silt (MH), with mica were found 

Stratum B (Residual): Below Stratum A to depths of about 5.0Ft to 23.5 ft. Brown to gray, mottled silty san(SM) and 

sandy silt (ML), trace mica were found.  

Stratum C (Residual): Below Stratum B to depths of about 15.0 Ft to 38.6 Ft (max depths investigated in the borings). 

Brown to gray, mottled, Disintegrated rock was found.   
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The soil boring tests indicated what type of soil Turner Construction will have to account for in their schedule in the 

excavation phase. During the excavation phase, Turner encountered some asbestos that was not shown during the 

boring tests. However, this did not affect the schedule since Turner expected for such issues in the planning phase of 

the project.  

Groundwater 

Groundwater was encountered at a depth of about 33ft below existing surface grades within boring #4 only.  Upon 

completion of drilling of boring-04, after removal of the augers, groundwater was observed in the open borehole at a 

depth of about 34 ft below exiting grades. Twenty four hour groundwater level reading were also obtained from 

boring-04 at a depth of about 18.6 ft below exiting grades and also boring B-07 at a depth of about 24.4 ft below 

exiting grades. However, groundwater was not observed within the other borings drilled at the site to the depths that 

the borings terminated.  

This will not be a problem since the expected cut of surface is to about 7 ft and up to 1.5 ft fill will be required to reach 

the proposed lowest slab sub-grade elevation.  Therefore an under floor sub -drainage system is not necessary.  
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CLIENT INFORMATION 

The Intrepid Fallen Heroes Fund was established in the year 2000 to provide financial support for the dependents of 

United States military personnel lost in performance of their duty.  This continued an effort begun in 1982 by Zachary 

and Elizabeth Fisher, founders of the Fisher House Foundation.  Following the bombing of the U.S. Marine barracks 

in Beirut in 1982, the Fishers sent contributions of $10,000 to every child who lost a parent in the attack.  Until 

Zachary’s passing in 1999, the Fishers made hundreds of similar contributions following military losses.  These gifts, 

usually of $25,000, were intended to assist military families through any financial hardships they might face following 

the loss of their loved ones. This tradition was carried on by Zachary’s nephews, Arnold, Richard and Tony Fisher. 

Following the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, and the United States’ involvement in the war and terrorism, 

the need for this support greatly increased and this effort was expanded to the public to help generate the growing 

need for funds. 

The Intrepid Fallen Heroes Fund was established officially as an independent not-for-profit organization in 2003. 

Through 2005, the Fund provided close to $20 million to families of United States military personnel lost in 

performance of their duty, mostly in service in Iraq and Afghanistan. The national Intrepid Center of Excellence will be 

funded for a very important and critical issue faced by the wounded troops: the treatment of TBI. The Intrepid Fallen 

Heroes Fund is continuing to collect donations from both public and private funds to complete this project. . This 

facility will serve as a national leader in supporting the men and women of the United States Armed Forces and their 

families. 

Sine this project is fully funded by public and private donations, lots of eyes lay upon it. This raises the expectation 

levels from both Turner Construction and SmithGroup.  As it usually is, cost is crucial factor for a funded project. The 

owner expects for the project budget to be met. As for quality expectations, it needs to meet the medical facility 

standards with high-end level 5 finishes. NICoE’s project schedule is flexible. Since the majority of the amount of 

funding for this project is in progress, the owner does not recommend the use of extra dollars on overtime work to be 

able to recover the schedule. But also expects the project completion date to be met. As for safety, the owner is very 

stringent for an accident free site. This has been met so far by Turner Construction and continues to endorse an 

accident free project. Regular owner meetings are held (every 2 weeks) to make sure that the project is going along 

as expected. Other meetings such as: staff meetings (2-3 weekly), subcontractor meeting (weekly), equipment 

meetings (weekly), and BIM weekly meetings are held. During the meetings the following is discussed: major issues, 

2 week look ahead schedule, start of new activities, coordination meetings, and major changes to the project. These 

meetings are required by the owner to be able to run the project smoothly without any problems and to meet the 

expectations discussed above. 

One of the most important sequencing phases to the owner is the facility’s equipment phase. The owner will be 

providing all the major high-tech equipment and expects all connections and requirements to be ready on time when 

the equipment arrives.  

Upon completion the National Intrepid Fallen Heroes Fund will transfer the NICoE to the department of defense for 

staffing and ongoing operations.  

 

 

http://www.fallenheroesfund.org/About-IFHF/Zachary-and-Elizabeth-Fisher.aspx
http://www.fallenheroesfund.org/About-IFHF/Zachary-and-Elizabeth-Fisher.aspx
http://www.fisherhouse.org/
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PROJECT DELIVERY SYSTEM 

National Intrepid Center of excellence is being delivered as a design-assist project along with design-build contract 

for the mechanical and plumbing package. Due to the complexity and uniqueness of the project, the owner chose for 

Turner construction to be involved earlier on and assist SmithGroup (Architecture firm) in the design stages of the 

project. SmithGroup was chosen based upon their past experience with the owner. They have designed many of the 

Naval Medical campus’s projects and have met the owner’s high expectations. As shown in figure 10, SmithGroup 

has been hired and is under a fixed price contract with the owner.  

 Turner’s early involvement in the project has made both the design and construction phase run smoother by 

illuminating the problems earlier on, which  could have been faced through the construction phase. This also helped 

the owner from spending the money on potential change orders and therefore a delay in the schedule of the project. 

No bids were collected for this job. Mr. Ronald fisher had asked the CEO of Turner Construction to build this project 

as a contribution to the soldiers of this country.  Therefore, Turner construction’s fees are very low. In July 2008, 

Turner was awarded the construction contract for the NICoE.  

 Turner would not disclose the bonding or insurance requirements for this project in details. However, the 

subcontractors which are under Turner’s contract have been selected through competitive bids, along with the 

expectation of a contribution to the project. All of the subcontractor’s contracts are fixed price contracts. Insurance is 

required from all the subcontractors. The amount of the contract determines the insurance requirements. For many of 

major building’s system contracts, such as those shown in figure10, have bondage requirements.  

Again, this project is not a typical hospital project. It has given this project an advantage for Turner Construction to be 

involved early on and use Building Information Modeling with the different subcontractors to understand the 

complexity and the vision of the project before the bidding process had begun.  
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Organizational Chart: 

 

 

                                                                                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10 

Owner 
[Fisher House] 

Mr. Ronald Fisher 

Architect 
[SmithGroup] 

Structural Engineer 
[Cagley and 

Associated,Inc.] 

MEP Engineer 
[SmithGroup] 

Mechanical & Plumbing: 
[Limb Back Inc.] 

 

Concert: 
[Miller & Long Concert] 

Joe Molabi 

Earthwork: 
[American Infrastructure] 

Patric Smith 

General Contractor 
[Turner Construction] 

David Wysong 

Electrical: 
[Prulin Electrical] 

Brian Gork 

Precast: 
[Arban Precast, LTD] 

Nick Arban IV 

Glass & Glazing: 
[GPR, Inc.] 
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STAFFING PLAN 

Turner Construction’s staffing plan is relatively straight forward. This is seen in the figure 11. The project executive 

oversees the project and visits about once a month and whenever needed. The Project executive provides executive 

authority necessary to overcome the project team’s obstacles and barriers, which are faced on the job. He is also 

ultimately responsible for this project success. David Wysong, the project manager, is the primary person in charge 

of the daily activities on site. He is responsible for the agreed-upon projects tasks and activities are completed on 

time, on budget and within the quality standards which meets the owner’s expectations. David works very closely with 

both his superintendents and the project engineer. Making sure both the field and the office are communicating and 

work is done correctly and run smoothly without any problems. The Project engineer with his assistants handle all 

project submittals, most of the RFI’s, and review the payment requisitions from the subcontractors. As for the 

Superintendents and their assistant, they handle all field installations using approved submittal and shop drawings. 

Superintendents also supervise the subcontractor’s daily activities. The BIM coordinator, Brian Krause, coordinates 

all shop drawings given by SmithGroup and runs the clashes before any drawings are approved. He also runs weekly 

BIM coordination meetings. As for safety, all of Turner’s project team is responsible to bring the attention to any 

hazardous construction activities that are seen on site. In addition, Dan Garripoli is a full time safety manager on the 

NICoE. He also takes the role of the second full time superintendent on the job. His main responsibility is to help 

create a safe environment by preventing dangerous practices on site. He is accountable for being aware of proper 

procedures and safe construction methods during the hours of construction.  

Staffing Chart: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11 

Project Executive 

[Russell Ardill] 

Assistant Supt. 

[Dyshanda Avery] 

 

Superintendent 

[Dan Braud] 

 

Project Engineer 

[Travis Sigmon] 

 

BIM Coordinator 

[Daniel Fernados] 

 

Assistant Engineer 

[Heth Barkley] 

 

Superintendent 

[Dan Garripoli] 

 

Safety Manager 

[Dan Garripoli] 

 

Project Manager 

[David Wysong] 

 

Assistant Engineer 

[Rick Bols] 
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APPENDIX I 

D4Cost Estimate 2002 [Parametric Estimate]  
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APPENDIX II 

Square Foot Estimate –R.S. Means  
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APPENDIX III 

Boring Locations Plan 
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Identification of Soils 
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Test Boring Log #1 
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APPENDIX IV 
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